PDi Distribution Consultancy

Effective distribution is impossible
without proper planning
Review your distribution process to ensure
that your business meets today’s demands
PDi’s Logistics and Systems Consultancy
Services take an in-depth look at what
impact distribution has on your business. We
PDi Smart Distribution

will work with you to evaluate where your
distribution process is now, where you want it
to go, and how you’re going to get there.

PDi Virtual Warehousing

PDi Consultancy works with you to identify
specific distribution objectives and develop
innovative strategic plans to ensure that you
achieve them. A full audit covers aspects such as

PDi Rapid Document
Creation

costs, data management, scalability and stakeholder access, warehousing,
remote management tools, training and orientation.
Distribution is often the last link in an
organisation’s customer relationships and very

PDi Corporate Services

often the forgotten one. At PDi we understand
the value and importance of guaranteed
on-time delivery, on budget.

www.pdiuk.com

Distribution Services ‘Audit’
- PDi will carry out a full assessment of your distribution business requirements and objectives.

Cost Evaluation
- Distribution budget planning.
- Assess the business requirement (Return On Investment - ROI) for targeted and on-time delivery.
- Assess the business requirement (ROI) for general distribution.
- Assess the business requirement (ROI) for tracking and management reports.

Service levels
- Evaluate current SLA’s (propose content and targets).

Effective transport routings
- Assess consignment priorities, routes by business priority and cost effectiveness.

Assess VFM
- Value-for-money assessment comprises a proprietary mix of measurements across hard
and soft cost-benfits.
- Surveys and feedback mechanisms allow clients to benchmark performance and enable them to lead,
rather than follow the market.
- Objective feedback is critical to product development, retention and referral.

PDi Report
- PDi provide actionable information on distribution and stock control levels.
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